Statements, general information concerning the purpose and form of the project, January 1967
Watertown meeting, draft of minutes, transcript, and agenda of the meeting in Watertown, Massachusetts on April 7-8, 1967. Includes general information, tentative outline for Course I, current status of the Film Program, Institutes in Progress and a list of Steering Committee members, June 1967
Boston meeting, minutes of the meeting and correspondence between Dean Charles Allen and Mrs. Senta Raizen about them, February-March 1967
Correspondence from Dr. Allen relating to the social studies project and recurring questions about the arithmetic project, August 1965-April 1967
Budget proposal, imaginary dialogue and budget, March 1966
Arithmetic project, general information and course outline, statements submitted to the steering committee and evaluation of the project, correspondence from H. Myres concerning a film showing in England, a report on a showing and notes on the film, January-April 1967
Watertown project, correspondence from Jack Churchill concerning the project, teaching and testing schedules, and tests, March-June 1967
Requests and reports, request for extension without funds until 1969, report to the Steering Committee, January 2, 1968, and correspondence between Dean Allen, David Page and Jack Churchill concerning the report, January 1967-May 1968
Correspondence between Dean Allen and Jack Churchill regarding the minutes of the Watertown meeting, February-June 1967
Conference on Coordination of Curriculum Studies, letter from Dean Allen to Dr. Laurence Binder regarding the conference and tentative agenda, April-May 1967
Lists of personnel, includes Steering Committee members, April 1966-April 1967
Proposal for support to extend support from January 1, 1966 to December 31, 1967; includes background information, general description of the project, evaluation, staff and budget, fall 1965
Amendment to proposal for support, correspondence between Allen, Churchill, Page, and John Mays, Program Director of Science Curriculum Improvement concerning the amendment, and the amendment itself, December 1965-March 1966
Boston meeting, minutes, and correspondence between Dean Allen, Mr. Page and Mr. Churchill concerning them, November 1966-March 1967
Statements regarding the project submitted to the Steering Committee, June-July 1966
Bolivan project, correspondence between Lloyd E. McCleary and David Page concerning the Bolivan project and Latin American work, October-November 1966
Bills and receipts from the Boston meeting and correspondence about them, August 1966
Preliminary edition of the course booklet Institutes for Elementary School Teachers and correspondence concerning it from Dean Allen and David Page, May-June 1968
Correspondence between Page and Allen concerning questions about the project and between Allen and members of the Steering Committee regarding the 1966 project report, May-July 1966